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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
A1 1 28 50 56 0.9
A3 10 29 4.3 50 58 9.3
A4 11 27.9 6.8 50 55.8 10.3
B1 30 32.1 10.7 50 64.1 28
B2 72 32.4 6.7 50 64.9 67.3
B3 54 29.1 6 50 58.2 50.5
B4 36 34.9 7.3 50 69.8 33.6
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Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Line

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.
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Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question
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Section B: Studies in Judaism

Answer two questions.

1. (a) Explain the challenges made to Hasidism in the early period of its development. [30]

 (b) ‘Without Hasidism, Judaism would not have survived.’
  Assess this view. [20]

   

  
   

   

   

   

   
 

  
   

END OF PAPER
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Sticky Note
The first paragraph struggles to come to terms with the demands of the question..The comments that unpack the meaning of ‘explain’ and ‘challenges’ are as if thecandidate is thinking it through. By the end of the paragraph the candidate has establishedwhat the demands of the question are by focusing on the founder and the difficulties duringearly development.

Sticky Note
This is where the answer begins to deliver. The next few paragraphs clearly identify challengesmade by traditional Jew, the threat posed by mysticism and the Zohar, social context(poverty) and the role of the rebbe. 







Sticky Note
A good concluding paragraph summarising the main challenges and their impact.Despite the shaky start a good example of a sound L6 response



Sticky Note
Once again, the first paragraph is rather ineffective in that it simply establishes whatthe demands of the question are. However, once this is done, the answer goes onto deliver a balanced and thorough response to the issues raised.



Sticky Note
The main body of the answer begins here.



Sticky Note
A good evaluation of the ways in which specific Hasidic traits would both be used to maintain the survival of Judaism, but also indicate the ways in which the traits could be said to weaken Judaism.



Sticky Note
The arguments extends now beyond Hasidism itself to consider how modernising Judaism and the role of Reform Judaism could be better served to ensure the survivalof Judaism.



Sticky Note
A very good conclusion that is clearly linked to what has gone before it! It not only summarises the arguments but also draws out the implications. The last sentence arrives at some final reasoning that indicates the statement is not totally wrong, but merely the argument over stated. A very good answer once again despite the muddled start.
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Section B: Studies in Judaism

Answer two questions.

2. (a) Explain the beliefs and practices distinctive of Reform Judaism. [30]

(b) ‘A strict adherence to covenant is not necessary for Jews in the modern world.’
Assess this view. [20]

END OF PAPER
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Sticky Note
This paragraph following the introduction focuses on a key religious belief thatdifferentiates Reform Judaism from more traditional forms; however, it then clearlymakes the link between this belief and the practice that it then promotes.

Sticky Note
Good exemplification of practice linked to belief.

Sticky Note
A paragraph just on belief.



Sticky Note
Sometimes it is difficult to differentiate belief from practice and so this paragraphis quite acceptable.

Sticky Note
Two relevant and well explained paragraphs on practices.



Sticky Note
This is fine but a little vague and could be explained more fully.

Sticky Note
Overall, a good answer that is ‘fairly full’ and merits the middle of L6. The danger withthis question is that both belief and practice are not considered. Not only does thisanswer consider both it also does so in a balanced way.

Sticky Note
Another good paragraph on belief.



Sticky Note
Arguments presented to challenge the statement.

Sticky Note
Decent opening sentence focusing on the issue.



Sticky Note
Arguments presented to support the statement.



Sticky Note
Overall, this answer is a sound response that ‘addresses the question’ with ‘someappropriate analysis’. It is balanced and presents clear arguments ‘for’ and ‘against’ thestatement. For L6 and L7 there could be offered more detailed analysis andevaluation of each argument that is presented as this sometimes reads as simply apresentation of some arguments without the depth of analysis needed for thehighest levels. Still a good score and a good response to the question set.
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Section B: Studies in Judaism

Answer two questions.

3. (a) Explain the importance of Shabbat observance as part of family life in Judaism. [30]

(b) ‘Ensuring that Shabbat is properly observed is the most important religious duty of a
Jewish mother.’
Assess this view. [20]

END OF PAPER
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Sticky Note
The issue with this question was that it clearly asks for the importance of Shabbat to be considered within the context of family life. The danger here was to just explain or offer a description of Shabbat. Although the answer here is limited in terms of breadth and depth, what it does do well straight away is to directly answer the question. The first paragraph gives several reasons for Shabbat being important to family life although to improve the answer more examples could have been offered and explored.



Sticky Note
This paragraph intelligently selects an appropriate and relevant concept to  explore   the importance of family to good effect. Assimilation is used to demonstrate that family events such as sabbath can maintain traditions and identity.



Sticky Note
An abrupt ending. Despite lacking detailed examples the answer is just better thanpartially adequate (L4) and clearly ‘addresses the question’ (L5). The lack ofexamples from shabbat specifically means that it is certainly not ‘fairly full’ (L6)and better placed just into L5.





Sticky Note
Once again, although this answer is not ‘focused and thorough’ (L6) it does indeed address the issues raised ‘supported by reasoning’ (L5). It is once again the lower end of L5 as it explores a basic balanced ‘for’ and ‘against’ argument followed by a simple summary to indicate the limitations of the statement.
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Section B: Studies in Judaism

Answer two questions.

4. (a) Explain three different views of Jewish suffering found in the work of holocaust
theologians. [30]

(b) ‘There are more weaknesses than strengths to be found in Holocaust theology.’
Assess this view. [20]
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Sticky Note
Although this question asked for ‘responses to suffering’ it is quite obviousthat the work of three theologians would be considered (although this wasnot necessary). All answers approached this answer through specificresponses by three separate theologians.



Sticky Note
A good summary of Berkovitz, although free will could have been explored furtherin relation to suffering.



Sticky Note
Very good explanation of Rubenstein.

Sticky Note
The last paragraph does not really add anything to the answer that has not gone before.It is simple repeat rather than a good summary. Despite this the individual approach toexplaining each response demonstrates a high level of understanding of the theologiesinvolved and merits the top end of L6. For L7 it would be expected that a more ‘mature understanding’ would emerge from a more in depth presentation that drew out theimplications of each theology presented. Still, an excellent mark achieved.

Sticky Note
The main features of Fackenheim’s response to Jewish suffering are explored.







Sticky Note
This is a very good answer because the ending offers an appropriate conclusion.The preceding arguments are presented in a balanced way, both in supportand against the statement but they are not always analysed and evaluatedappropriately. Despite this, the quality of the conclusion moves this answer into L6.The recognition of the inherent’ hopelessness’ of considering ‘strengths’ isclearly expressed in the last sentence.
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GCE RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
 


RS3 WR - STUDIES IN WESTEREN RELIGIONS 
 


Mark Scheme - Summer 2014 
 


SECTION A: STUDIES IN ISLAM. 
 
Q.1 (a) Examine the importance of each of the main sources of Shari’a law. 
    [A01 30] 
 
  Candidates are likely to include some or all of the following, but other relevant 


points will be credited 
 
  Expect an outline and explanation of each of the aspects of Shari’a ‘law’ 


which may be historical or explained in terms of content. 


 Qur’an - divine revelation, word of Allah. 


 Hadith and Sunna - sayings and practices of Muhammad, role model, 
ultimate Muslim. 


 Qiyas - analogical reasoning derived by legal experts (systematic and 
controlled form of ijtihad). 


 Ijma - consensus or majority opinion of the early community to reinforce 
decisions - developed into consensus of legal experts. 


 
  Maximum Level 5 if not all covered. 
 
 (b) ‘There is no room for argument about Shari’a law in Islam’ 
  Assess this view.  [A02 20] 
 
  Candidates are likely to include some or all of the following, but other relevant 


points will be credited 
 
  In Support: 
 


 Based in Qur’an and is absolute. 


 The doors to ijtihad are closed. 


 Laws have been painstakingly outlined through a long historical process. 


 To deviate from what is established is to deviate from the ‘path’ that is 
Shari’a. 


 Role of the school of Al-Re’y. 
 
  Against: 
 


 The doors to ijtihad are NOT closed. 


 Shi’a Muslims have their own understanding of Shari’a. 


 Need for modern interpretation of Islam. 


 Work of modernists such as Tariq Ranadan. 
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Q.2 (a) Examine the distinctive beliefs and practices of Sufi Islam.  [A01 30] 
 
  Candidates are likely to include some or all of the following, but other relevant 


points will be credited 
 
  Beliefs: 
 


 Role of the teacher and oral tradition. 


 Emphasis in spirituality rather than study. 


 Personal relationship with the divine is achievable. 


 Teaching of Al-Ghazali. 
 
  Practices: 
 


 Austerities to precede meditation. 


 Candidates may explore practices such as Dhikr, pilgrimage and 
meditation to emphasise belief. 


 Specific practices such as the ‘whirling dervishes’ may be explored. 


 Service to the community and the environment. 


 Literature, poetry. 
 
 (b) ‘For Muslims, the true goal of worship must be personal mystical union 


with God’ 
  Assess this view.  [A02 20] 
 
  Candidates are likely to include some or all of the following, but other relevant 


points will be credited 
 
  In Support: 
 


 Sufi argues that theirs is the true Islam. 


 Islam is based not in practice but in spirituality behind regular practice. 


 Experience of the divine must be the goal for every religious believer. 


 Mystical union cannot be achieved though conventional worship. 
 
  Against: 
 


 It is Shirk. 


 Teaching of Tawhid and absolute monotheism. 


 Conventional aspects of worship are the will of Allah. 


 A Muslim’s experiences the blessing of Allah through obedience in prayer. 
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Q.4 (a) Examine the relationship between religion and politics in Islam. 
    [A01 30] 
 
  Candidates are likely to include some or all of the following, but other relevant 


points will be credited 
 
  This is a very open question and candidates can answer from a historical 


perspective in terms of the examples of Muhammad to illustrate contemporary 
society, or, alternatively from a contemporary perspective using examples 
from Muslim societies. 


 
  Answers may refer to: 
 


 The fundamental role of Muhammad as a politician and statesman 
underpins Islamic life. 


 Policies concerning the Ummah. 


 Focus on the poor and orphans similar to a welfare state ideology. 


 Rejection of financial corruption in extracting interest. 


 References to countries where Islam is state law. 


 Reference to countries where Islam and the state are separate. 


 The growth of militant fundamentalist movements (Muslim Brotherhood, 
Hamas and Al Qaeda) 


 Religious motivation in the overthrows of regimes in North Africa and the 
Middle East. 


 Opposition to what are seen to be corrupt values and the immorality of 
Western capitalism. 


 
 (b) ‘Islam is completely compatible with democracy.’ 
  Assess the view.  [A02 20] 
 
  Candidates are likely to include some or all of the following, but other relevant 


points will be credited 
 
  In Support: 
 


 Islam stresses the importance of the Ummah. 


 The history of the formation of Shari’a demonstates a democratic process 
in establishing meaning. 


 Everyone is equal before Allah and has the right to vote. 


 Allah has given human beings free will. 
 
  Against: 
 


 Everything must be down to the will of Allah. 


 If laws are divine then they cannot be questioned. 


 Examples where Islamic states are led by a divinely appointed ruler. 


 Shari’a law is established and cannot be changed. 


 Democracy is tantamount to liberalism. 
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Q.3 (a) Examine traditional views of Muslims on the role of women.  [A01 30] 
 
  Candidates are likely to include some or all of the following, but other relevant 


points will be credited 
 
  The traditional role of women: 
 


 To be a mother. 


 To bring up children. 


 To manage the household. 


 To educate the children in the ways of Islam. 


 The Muslim woman is accorded full spiritual and intellectual equality with 
man, and is encouraged to practice her religion and develop her 
intellectual faculties throughout her life. 


 In her relations with men both are to observe modesty of behaviour and 
dress and a strict code of morality which discourages unnecessary mixing 
of the sexes. Her relations with her husband should be based on mutual 
love and compassion. 


 He is responsible for the maintenance of the wife and children, and she is 
to give him the respect due to the head of the family. 


 She is responsible for the care of the home and the children’s early 
training. She may own her own property, run her own business and inherit 
in her own right. 


 Muhammad was asked who was the most deserving of fine treatment. He 
replied ‘Your mother’. When asked ‘Who next?’ he replied ‘Your mother’. 
When asked a third time he replied ‘Your mother’. Only after the fourth 
question did he reply ‘Your father’. 


 According to the teachings of Muhammad, ‘paradise lies at the feet of 
your mother’. 


 
 (b) ‘The traditional role of women needs to be reappraised in response to 


changes in Western society. 
  Assess this view  [A02 20] 
 
  Candidates are likely to include some or all of the following, but other relevant 


points will be credited 
 
  In Support: 
 


 Many modernist agree that to maintain traditional views only encourages 
abuse. 


 Feminist responses within Islam. 


 Most views on women are not Islamic but cultural. 


 Equal rights in terms of employment and legal status etc. 


 The idea of role being respectful is a male view. 
 
  Against: 
 


 The more ‘extreme’ views are not taken seriously. 


 Role does not equate to status 


 The role outlined in Islamic tradition that is given to a women is very highly 
regarded. 


 Western society must not dictate changes to Islam. 
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